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The Challenge
The highly complex nature of today’s modern hybrid IT applications continues to present increasing
challenges for teams relying on traditional monitoring approaches. To address these challenges, DevOps
practitioners and site reliability engineers (SREs) are increasingly exploring algorithmic IT and artificial
intelligence (AI). These capabilities offer the promise of helping teams detect and predict problems faster,
while prescribing automated self-healing and recovery processes. However, these goals are compromised
if teams are forced to maintain, manage, and integrate a multiplicity of platform- or domain-specific
tools—with each having their own unique user interfaces and bespoke data models. With these disparate
tools, it is extremely difficult and time consuming for teams to establish integrated, end-to-end service
monitoring, efficient root cause determination, and reliable IT predictions.

Opportunity and Our Approach
To fully maximize the value of algorithmic data consumption, it is essential to have a high-performance
data lake that features a high throughput analytics engine. However, a large, centralized data lake can
often turn into an undescriptive data dumping ground, or become unwieldy to rollout and coordinate
across a large and complex organizations, particularly given the reality of political fiefdoms and reporting
structures.
To combat these obstacles, we have taken an approach that combines a federated data management
architecture with an automatically maintained, rich meta-model that describes the environment in
relatable terms. We have adopted a federated, but interconnected data model that is built dynamically
using events, and stored in a time-journaled, directed graph of attributed objects. Through this approach,
machine learning (ML) algorithms have the semantic foundation upon which to collect, group, correlate,
and process more complex performance conditions, which can often span applications, infrastructures,
and networks. At the same time, this approach enables individual teams within your organization to gain
the visibility, insights, and access control they need. Flexible and open-ended, this modern approach
allows every data source and condition to be analyzed, interpreted, and shared with other parts of the
organization. Further, it enables teams to conduct these activities within the context of shared team goals
and critical business outcomes.

FIGURE A.
AIOps from
Broadcom is an
open solution that
fuels autonomous
remediation
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Benefits
AIOps from Broadcom® enables teams to effectively apply AI and ML to gain complete visibility into
business services and the full stack that supports them. With these capabilities, teams can achieve
substantive improvements in business service levels and key performance indicators (KPIs). Our AIOps
solution also enables rapid remediation via its integrated automation engine, which can trigger workflows
based on AI- and ML-generated insights. Our AIOps solution offers these significant capabilities:
• Gain visibility into the entire computing stack and any combination of conditions that can have an
impact on the customer experience. This enables rapid data correlation and probable root cause
identification.
• Contextual auto remediation of commonly occurring conditions by leveraging AI- and ML-powered
insights to enact policies.
• Maximize business flexibility and agility by seamlessly leveraging the data types and attributes of new
technologies.

How AIOps from Broadcom is Differentiated
Full-stack visibility

• We are the only vendor with deep domain expertise in applications,
infrastructures, and networks as well as mainframes.
• We offer end-to-end monitoring, from mobile to mainframe and from
application to network, which is a fundamental requirement for reducing
triage time and alarm fatigue.
• We provide support for third-party tools, including open-source monitoring
products.
• With our broad coverage, we can maximize the value of ML algorithms,
which yields greater accuracy and insights than our competitors.

Remediation

• We offer best-of-breed automation, which enables optimized remediation
and self-healing.
• With our AIOps solution, you can reduce outages and fix issues before they
affect your users.

Service modeling

• Our AIOps solution offers topology-based service modeling. This
enables your teams to correlate business services with their underlying IT
applications and infrastructures, so teams can better track and manage the
business’ KPIs.
• With our AIOps solution, you can intuitively track which issues are having the
biggest impact on your KPIs.

Anomaly detection

• Our AIOps solution ingests metrics, not just alarms or events. Metrics are a
must have for effective anomaly detection.
• With our AIOps solution, you don’t need to setup thresholds. You can just
send metrics to the data lake and our solution will correlate data and
identify anomalies.
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• Our AIOps solution features more than ten AI and ML algorithms, which
we have tuned based on our domain expertise. These optimized algorithms
enable you to do fast root cause analysis and predictive IT.
• With our automation and topology mapping, we can accurately detect
anomalies, reduce event noise, and pinpoint the root cause of issues.

Dependency mapping

• To accurately and quickly identify the root causes of issues, AIOps solutions
need effective dependency mapping.
• Our AIOps solution features a highly scalable topology analytics service,
which offers dependency mapping that spans from mobile to mainframe.
This service also offers support for dynamic Kubernetes and cloud
environments.

Flexible licensing

• Our product licensing model gives you maximum freedom in choosing which
products you use and when.
• We offer device-based licensing, which makes it easier for you to keep costs
in check compared to the ingestion-based pricing used by competition.

Service-Centric Analytics
In looking to reduce noise and identify the root cause of issues, it is invaluable to have accurate topology
relationships and dependency maps for all components that support customer applications. As detailed
in the following sections, our data model enables the collection of fragments of topology relationships
from various layers—including application, server, storage, and network. In addition, the model can
aggregate and correlate this information in order to provide a unified view of the entire IT landscape that
is correlated to business KPIs.
Portions of this unified topology map can be broken down into a hierarchy of services and sub-services
that represent business and internal applications, and it can correlate IT assets with the services they
support. These services can be either created automatically, using the aggregated, unified topology, or
manually, using asset inventories or rules.

FIGURE B.
Our data model can
correlate IT assets
with the services
they support
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FIGURE C.
Applying a unified
data model
to application
monitoring

Users can see the complete topology and the impact that each component has on the topology. Our
AIOps solution offers users these capabilities:
• Visualize dependencies between application and infrastructure objects
• Correlate network volumes, within and across different layers
• Examine monitoring data in the context of role, task, activity, location (such as AWS availability zones),
container clusters, and more
• Track performance conditions before, during, and after critical events—including topology and
architecture changes, DevOps pipeline application builds, and rolling deployments

How Our AIOps Solution is Differentiated
Service modeling

• Our AIOps solution offers topology-based service modeling. This
enables your teams to correlate business services with their underlying IT
applications and infrastructures, so teams can better track and manage the
business’ KPIs.
• With our AIOps solution, you can intuitively track which issues are having the
biggest impact on your KPIs.
• Our AIOps solution offers automated service model discovery and
maintenance.
• You can integrate our AIOps solution with a number of ITSM tools, including
ServiceNow and Remedy Service Desk, which enables you to synchronize
service mappings established.
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• To accurately and quickly identify the root causes of issues, AIOps solutions
need effective dependency mapping.
• Our AIOps solution features a highly scalable topology analytics service,
which offers dependency mapping that spans from mobile to mainframe,
and offers support for dynamic microservices environments like Kubernetes,
as well as cloud environments like AWS, Azure, Google Cloud Platform, and
Pivotal Cloud Foundry.
• Our AIOps solution automatically gathers and correlates dependency
mappings from monitoring tools, without requiring any manual maintenance.

Algorithmic Correlation and
Probable Root Cause Identification
Our AIOps solution delivers ML-driven intelligence that can automatically identify the probable cause
of various issues, without requiring labeled data. The solution uses algorithms and such techniques as
advanced time-series anomaly detection and topology-based analysis in order to identify the cause
of an issue. Our AIOps solution also considers the relative weight and significance of application and
infrastructure components, and it identifies causal relationships between these components and the
alarms and events they generate. Through these techniques, these algorithms enable teams to intelligently
identify the true cause of issues and automatically remediate them, rather than simply tracking symptoms.
The following key scenarios are used to explain the workflow and associated data science background
triggers:
• Single-source, multiple metrics (multivariate): For example, using only our application performance
management or network operations solutions.
• Multi-source, multiple metrics (multivariate): Using a combination of our solutions and third-party
tools.
Let’s walk through both of them in detail:

FIGURE D.
Our solution
identifies causal
relationships
between application
and infrastructure
components
and the alarms
and events they
generate
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Single-Source, Multiple Metrics (Multivariate)
Scenario Description
A typical application is running on the system and the load (responses per interval) is decreasing as it is
the end of a workday. However, memory utilization is not coming down to the baseline level even after
multiple scavenge or garbage collection (GC) attempts. The time spent in scavenge mode is increasing
gradually. We expect memory utilization to come down to its base level after marksweep invocations.
However, the frequency of marksweep invocations, and the time spent in them, increases but memory
used keeps on increasing steadily. This is a classic memory leak.

How Our AIOps Solution Reacts
There are multiple algorithms triggered in this situation one after the other. We explain the chronological
reaction of our AIOps solution in this situation.
Note: Detailed explanation for all referenced algorithms can be found in the appendix.
Step 1: The following metrics are ingested by our correlation analyzer concurrently: Memory in use, GC
marksweep invocation count, GC marksweep time spent, GC scavenge invocation count, GC scavenge
time spent, and total load. While these metrics are individually behaving as expected compared to their
history, the correlation between them is distorted. This is still a collection and contextual anomaly. This is
examined as follows:
Al-1- Correlation analysis: The historical correlation of memory behavior among all these metrics has
created finite ranges where the system can land in. This model is a Markovian chain model, which is
represented by a finite set of matrices. Each new timestamp gives us six new sets of data points, one for
each metric. When this new data point set comes in, the correlation analyzer uses the pre-constructed
Markovian model to calculate the Bayesian probability of the transition of the system state to that
indicated by the new data points. If that probability is extremely low, the correlation analyzer marks this
transition as surprising or anomalous in nature. A succinct, continuous set of such unexpected transitions
raises an alert in the system. Note that these alerts are proactive and appear before memory abnormality
starts affecting the system.
At this point, the network operations center (NOC) engineer can take remedial action against the
proactive alert. Note the NOC engineer will need to have some domain expertise to be able to identify
that this anomalous alert indicates a potential memory leak scenario. Alternatively, the NOC engineer can
wait for the condition to manifest into a real problem as identified in steps 2 to 4.
Step 2: As the leak continues, the individual metrics deviate much more from their historical behavior.
While alg1 triggers every two minutes (which is tunable), now some other algorithms kick in as follows:
AI-2- Kernel density estimation (anomaly detection): Each of the individual metrics follow a distribution.
Without making any assumptions on the distribution, our kernel density estimation (KDE) algorithm draws
kernels of distributions for the historical data points that each metric obtained. Using this distribution, it
estimates the probability of occurrence of a value for a metric. Using a quartile-based breakdown, this
distribution helps us to estimate how rare or common a data value is for a particular metric at a particular
time of the day. These areas form green highways displayed in the UI. An alert is triggered when a metric
value is continuously in the rare band, based on Western Electric rules to avoid false positives. In our
scenario, all the metrics individually exceed the highway except the load metric and hence we will get
alerts from all five metrics.
At this point, there are alerts in the alarm console that are indicative of the context (multivariate
correlation loss) as well as the elements that build up the context (individual metrics exceeding normal
limits).
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Step 3: Once these alarms are triggered, the NOC engineer looks and sees many alarms. Our root cause
analysis (RCA) algorithm then gets triggered and starts deriving more context to provide a correlated view
of these alarms. This is done as follows:
AI-3- Multivariate clustering with time, text, and topology: Our RCA engine looks at the three Ts to
identify whether there are correlated or redundant alarms. The first T is time: Time of occurrence of the
alerts is used for the temporal binning process to realize the proximity in time of these alarms to occur
abnormally. The second T is text: the RCA uses term frequency and inverse document frequency from
natural language processing after basic text pre-processing to identify the proximity in text for the alarms.
The third T is topology, which uses the proximity of entities in the topology to analyze the occurrence of
the alarm.
Note that in this scenario, the topology element will not contribute to clustering as we are only using
a single JVM. However, clustering will apply in the multi-source scenario. Based on these three factors,
each alarm is converted into a vectorized equivalent reflecting these T’s and these vectors are clustered
together by evaluating the cosine distance among them. These clusters are a representation of situations.
In our scenario, all the alarms triggered by anomalous metrics, individually and collectively, will form a
situation.
Step 4: Situations are indicative of problems in the system, and offer contextualized information on
triggers that create these problems. The next step is identifying what is the root cause that created the
situation. For this, our RCA analysis uses another algorithmic process as stated below:
AI-4- Situation causality inference: Each situation is comprised of multiple elements, including alarms,
anomalies, and alerts. We use these entities to develop an undirected, fully connected graph. Using
conditional independence across the data, the uncorrelated edges in these graphs are removed. With the
application of the well-known “V structure,” we identify the possible causality relations within the graph.
Further, a G-square test with conditional independence is performed to identify the clustering coefficient.
A value between 0.05 to 0.1 is identified as reliable confidence to direct the edges. The root cause is
identified as the deepest node in the causality graph, meaning it has no in-edges and the out-edges have
highest cumulative weights. The cumulative weight gives us confidence in the root cause.
In the current scenario, given we only have access to the application data, we find the culprit cause to be
the alarm on GC time spent.

Multi-Source, Multiple Metrics (Multivariate)
Scenario Description
In this scenario, the disk hosting the database data files is full and this causes the database to fail all
writes. Here, in addition to various alerts from the storage and the database tier, the application tier will
report a higher number of errors since many of the transactions will fail to complete.
List of possible metrics and alerts:
• Application: The application performance management solution shows high errors per interval for the
backend calls, thus average response time will likely be off significantly
• Database: Tablespace full and database write fail
• Server: Disk space usage and disk IOPS and throughput
• Storage: Disk or volume full alerts
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How Our AIOps Solution Reacts
Again, as in the previous scenario, multiple algorithms get triggered in the background proactively and
reactively. A key difference in the reaction of our AIOps solution is the availability of rich topology in this
scenario.
Note: Detailed explanations of all referenced algorithms can be found in the appendix.
Step 1: The correlation analyzer (described in AI-1) triggers an alert as it starts to see a lack of correlation
between a number of metrics from the application and storage. It notices a disturbed correlation:
a decrease in average response time and disk volume full alerts. It raises an alert for an unforeseen
correlation.
Step 2: Gradually there is an increase in errors per interval at the application level along with increased
database write fails and disk full alerts. The KDE algorithm (described in AI-2) starts to pick up each of the
individual behaviors of these metrics as anomalous when compared to their history. It triggers the alarms
for each of the individual metrics.
Step 3: At the alarm console, the administrator identifies multiple alarms and the RCA clustering engine
(described in AI-3) forms a coherent situation out of these alarms. This situation is formed based on the
full disk and all relevant alarms, including the relevant text, time, and topology. Note, in this situation, the
topology plays a key role. Although the alarms originate from the storage, application, or database layer,
they are all a part of the same situation because the entities are related in the underlying topology. In the
absence of such information, the data would not reveal this correlation. We use multiple graph traversal
algorithms to eliminate any misdirected edges’ alarms and ensure the situation is succinct.
Step 4: Once the situation is identified, our causality inference (described in AI-4) builds the inference
graph and draws a V structure to identify the causality. Based on G-squared thresholds, it identifies the
culprit metric. Note that the causality graph constructed enables users to identify the root cause much
faster, due to additional topology information provided. In the current scenario, the culprit metric is
identified to be disk full.

How Our AIOps Solution is Differentiated
Anomaly detection

• Our AIOps solution ingests metrics, not just alarms or events. Metrics are a
must have for effective anomaly detection.
• With our AIOps solution, you don’t need to setup thresholds. You can just
send metrics to the data lake and our AIOps solution will correlate data and
identify anomalies.
• Our AIOps solution does multi-variate anomaly detection, rather than
relying on just a single variate.

ML- and AI-based root
cause and predictive IT

• Our AIOps features more than ten AI and ML algorithms, which we have
tuned based on our domain expertise. These optimized algorithms enable
you to do fast root cause analysis and predictive IT.
• With our automation and topology mapping, we can accurately detect
anomalies, reduce event noise, and pinpoint the root cause of issues.
• If our AIOps solution is ever incorrect in identifying a root cause, it can take
input from operators and learn from this information.
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Contextual, Automated Remediation
AIOps from Broadcom includes a best-of-breed automation solution that delivers capabilities for pushbutton, fully orchestrated service delivery. The solution offers comprehensive orchestration that supports
the entire service stack and covers traditional open systems and mainframes as well as modern, cloudnative applications.
This is a key differentiator for our AIOps solution. Out of the box, our AIOps solution enables you to
remediate based on root causes and fix issues. In some cases, this enables teams to fix problems before
an outage occurs. In many cases, our AIOps solution will enable your team to significantly reduce mean
time to repair and boost operational efficiency.
With our AIOps solution, users can define policies to automatically execute appropriate remediation
workflows against the root cause identified for commonly occurring situations. If the remediation workflow
succeeds, the underlying alarms would be cleared automatically on their next evaluation/collection
interval. On the other hand, if the remediation workflow fails, the condition will continue to persist and will
be reported by the failed workflow.
This powerful capability enables teams to mitigate or resolve issues as soon as they are identified by our
AIOps solution, instead of handling them on a case-by-case basis. AIOps offers zero-touch automation
of both process-oriented and remedial workflows, and it also enables rapid, reliable service delivery by
eliminating delays and errors associated with manual efforts and handoffs. With our AIOps solution, IT
organizations can more consistently comply with their process and configuration policies.

Conclusion
Many IT teams are challenged by the disparate data generated and stored in isolated monitoring systems.
With these isolated tools, these teams cannot easily access and share the data needed to quickly fix
complex problems and enact much-needed quality improvements.
To support digital business initiatives, the use of modern architectures and DevOps methods continues to
grow. Today, it is imperative that IT teams take a new approach that is aligned with these new realities.
Now, IT teams need to adopt an AI- and ML-based approach to analyzing massive amounts of IT
operations data. In addition, these teams need to employ an automation strategy that can self-mitigate
and remediate issues that affect critical business applications.
Our AIOps solution enables teams to effectively apply AI and ML to realize substantive improvements
in application performance, and gain complete visibility across modern application environments. Our
AIOps solution also enables rapid remediation via its integrated automation engine, which can trigger
workflows based on AI- and ML-generated insights.
To learn more, be sure to visit digitalexperience.ai.
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Appendix A: Algorithms Used for Root Cause Analysis
Following is the list of algorithms we employ to treat different classes of data:
Metric data: Time series data
• Univariate anomaly detection (group of algorithms)
–– Kernel density estimation
–– P-value estimation
–– Western Electric and Nelson rules
–– Differential analysis
• Multivariate anomaly detection (group of algorithms)
–– Markov Chain-based statistical modeling
–– Bayesian inference
–– Reinforcement learning
–– Bayesian binning
–– Pattern recognition through fingerprinting
Alarms, logs, topology, and metric data: Sparse time data
• Natural language processing
–– Term frequency-inverse document frequency
• Density-based static clustering
• Entropy adaptive dynamic clustering
• Dijkstra’s algorithm
• Boruvka’s algorithm
• Minimum spanning tree
• Binary time binning
• Causality graph generation
• RFCA causality determination

Appendix B: Detailed Explanation of Algorithms
Time-Series Anomaly Detection
Time-series data represents time-stamped observations of various probes we have in the environment.
In large deployments we can collect tens of millions of metrics. The majority of these metrics are time
averaged and can provide great detail on the transactional or resource-related state of the system.

Detecting Anomalies of a Single Metric
In the old days of monitoring, operators would meticulously set up manual alerts and monitor metrics that
compared live values to user-defined thresholds. This is not a trivial problem for an operations engineer
because a useful alert requires perfect execution of two steps:
• Identify which metrics are meaningful to alert on.
• Decide what thresholds to set.
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In our experience, both of these steps require domain expertise that users often lack. Also, as the
application evolves, these configuration artifacts require thoughtful maintenance. Failure to keep these
elements up to date either results in gaps or alert fatigue.
With our AIOps solution, we automate both of these steps. Based on the system’s topology, our AIOps
solution starts to establish normal behavior for entry points of the system, along with important resources.
Each of the individual metrics follow a distribution. Without making any assumptions on the distribution,
our KDE algorithm draws kernels of distributions for the historical data points of each metric. Using
this distribution, it estimates the probability of a value occurring for a metric. Using a quartile-based
breakdown, this distribution helps our AIOps solution estimate how rare or common a data value is for a
particular metric at a particular time of the day. These areas form bands that our AIOps solution can then
consider normal.
FIGURE E.

Our AIOps solution then interprets these bands for the user. Our AIOps solution uses a modified set of the
Western Electric rules. These rules attempt to distinguish between likely and unlikely sequences of events
by interpreting standard deviations. In this way, our AIOps solution effectively measures the likelihood of a
sequence of events.
FIGURE F.
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An anomaly is generated when a metric value is in the rare band for long enough.

Detecting Complex Anomalies from Related Metric Sets
While some problems manifest themselves clearly in a single metric, complex problems often require
pattern analysis across multiple metrics. It is often the case that specific metrics could be well within their
individual norms, but might be manifesting an anomaly as a set. That’s why detecting these complex
problems creates an interesting problem.
For example, say we have a transaction that requires several backends, one of which becomes
unavailable. This unavailable system might cause calling threads to be blocked and build up until they
all timeout. When domain experts suspect that this is the case, they would know to compile ART, RPI,
concurrency, and EPI metrics to check the health of this transaction. If so, they may see an indicative
pattern, which is depicted in the image below:

FIGURE H.

Our AIOps solution uses a novel approach to address the abnormal correlation detection problem. We use
Markovian logic, inspired by Quantum physics-based wave function collapse. Our system (set of metrics)
moves from one “state” to another “state”. We consider the metrics in the form of tiles. Each tile is made up
of fibers. A fiber represents a transition of a metric.
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As the Markov logic indicates, we can use the left and right endpoints of adjacent fibers to define a
transition matrix. The following diagram illustrates this approach:
FIGURE I.

Once we have our probabilities computed for a sufficiently wide series, we can then start evaluating new
data points. The following diagram illustrates a normal data point:
FIGURE J.

The following diagram depicts a potentially anomalous data point. (As discussed earlier, we apply rules
similar to Western Electric as a post-processing step.)
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FIGURE K.

Our experiments show that this idea applies to metric pairs as well. This gives us relative anomalies,
providing a suitable method to detect complex anomalies that arise on related metric sets.
To allow accounting for metric pair states, we introduced an additional concept called a tile. A tile is
formed by two fibers from different metrics. Such a tile represents a constraint or correlation between two
variables:
• Left right constraint: The end point of fibers must match
• Top-down constraint: The bottom fiber of the top tile matches the top fiber of bottom tile

FIGURE L.

The example below walks through the steps of making a prediction about future states from an initial one.
The current state is represented by the overlapping tiles. For each of the tiles of the current state, we can
find left-right adjacent tiles (from the available sets) based on the matching of both of its fibers’ left-right
endpoints. In the upper series, you can see that both the grey and orange candidate tiles’ left endpoints
match with the current tile’s right endpoints. In the lower series, there is only one adjacent tile because of
a mismatch between endpoints with the current tile.
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FIGURE M.

The next phase is where the overlap between tiles comes into play. Conceptually, because both series
have fibers modeling the orange metric, their predictions should agree or overlap. This constrains the
predictions for the orange metric using information captured from both grey-orange tiles and blue-orange
tiles. The final set of tiles resulting from these operations will be used to form a distribution of possible
future states. (Note, in this example there is only one possible tile for both series. This is not usually the
case. With much larger tile sets, one can envision many available tiles after this process.)
This framework is used to build predictive probability distributions that are used to analyze incoming data
points. Additional rules, similar to Western Electric rules, can be applied to the results.

Alarm Noise Reduction
Legacy monitoring products have relied on static thresholds for a long time, which has created a massive
alert fatigue problem. To address this, our AIOps Solution employs machine learning (ML).
Our AIOps solution uses unsupervised, ML-based dynamic clustering of alarms to determine relations
between alarms and situations. We then present these situations to end users. This helps to effectively
remove noise from the alarms being managed.
FIGURE N.
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FIGURE O.

We use a combination of textual, temporal, and topological properties of alarms. Our alarm noise
reduction module assigns a token/feature vector to each alarm generated in the past. This feature vector
embellishes the alarm with information, such as the similarity of alarm text, the time of origin of the alarm,
an alarm’s proximity or similarity to other alarms, and the location in a system topology in which the
alarm occurs.
These embellishments are then used to define groups of similar alarms, employing dynamic clustering.
Dynamic clustering reduces relevant entropy among the clusters and ensures that the alarms clustered
together share textual, topological, and temporal characteristics. As new alarms enter the system, they are
identified in real time and placed under the right issue. As a result, end users are immediately presented
with relevant issues. As new issues arise that are based on unrelated alarms, the system ensures they are
captured.
We have observed multiple benefits with this approach. This approach allows the user to focus on actual
production issues, instead of spending time tracking and analyzing cascading, secondary issues. Once
important alerts are identified, our AIOps solution removes irrelevant information, helping improve the
speed and accuracy of root cause analysis.
Our AIOps solution also helps to generate the right context for the user by tackling situations like alarm
storms, alternating alarms, and sequential alarms. Our AIOps solution preserves the stories of alarms
that occur as sequences. This context grouping provides insights into several aspects of system health
that would otherwise not be visible. Particularly, the sequence of alarm occurrences within one or multiple
devices provides a solid correlation across devices affected by a common situation.
With our approach we have been able to reduce overall alarm noise in production systems by 70-90%.
Furthermore, with a well-tuned threshold parameter, we ensure that no information is lost in the grouping
of alarms.
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Incident Fingerprinting
Some problems are very specific to an application and its environment. We consider this the most general
case, one in which a domain expert cannot readily help, but only an SRE-grade team member can
address the specific issue. These problems cannot easily be named or classified, so the closest identifier is
often an issue or a bug ID. It is often most difficult to identify the root cause of this group of problems.
A typical production environment emits a wealth of metrics and it is impossible to foresee which signal is
indicative of which issue. However, we have two observations that suggests a solution:
• Sufficiently different incidents manifest on different metrics.
• If an issue reoccurs, the same set of metrics are likely to exhibit similar patterns.
Most attempts in this field fell short. There have been attempts to implement expert systems and rule
engines, but these methods proved impossible to maintain.
In our experience, the hardest challenge is the identification of metrics that are indicative of the problem.
Once the metric set is known, it is somewhat straightforward to design and train classifiers.
Our early research indicates that selection of indicative signals itself can be reduced to a ML problem.
After all, computational environments are complex systems, they are not chaotic.
Assuming a comprehensive projection of reality on the metric surface, we should be able to select the
right metrics using evolutionary genetic algorithms.

Genetic Algorithms Applied to Monitoring
Genetic algorithms (GA) get their inspiration from biology, where certain traits are developed and
improved over time as the individuals are tested against a fitness eliminator.
GA revolves around the individual concept. It is an evolutionary algorithm that tries to improve an
individual based on a fitness criterion. In our case, the individual is defined as the metrics in the
environment that best manifest the problem. So, for a given problem, we start out with a random
individual.
We create a bit string that represents all metric paths in the dataset. Every one bit means that a
particular metric path will be used, while zero bit means that the metric will not be considered.
FIGURE P.

Each individual’s data is split up into testing and training data. We use the problem’s time boundaries
to split the data, demarcating the metrics collected during normal times versus those collected during
incident times.
The algorithm is iterative, as outlined in the following diagram:
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FIGURE Q.

Initially, bits are randomly generated based on the attribute probability. In this way, we give more
indicative metrics some initial advantage. We then create classifiers for a given individual. We create
these classifiers randomly too.

FIGURE R.

Once the best classifier is found for a given individual, individuals are then sorted based on the success of
their best classifier. And the best individuals are then selected for evolution:
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FIGURE S.

We also introduce mutations, which gives a similar effect to a simulated annealing step in optimization:

FIGURE T.

The best individual is then considered to be the fingerprint of the problem, which allows us to compare
one issue to others.
We’ve experimented with artificial neural networks (ANNs) and random forests and got better
performance from our random forest implementation, while achieving comparable results. Using
volunteered production data, we have been about 80% accurate in identifying recurring issues.

A Narrative Engine for Complex Application Problems—Assisted Triage
Assisted Triage Engine (ATE): By correlating relatable attributes within the data model and acting as a
sandbox for ML algorithms, assisted triage works to build stories or “narratives” on the priority and context
of emerging conditions. Using narratives, users can quickly detect business impacting conditions and precontextualize and group classes of events. Importantly, narratives can also be used to build organizational
knowledge and make improvements. For example, narratives can serve as a key information source in
runbooks to help staff identify and remediate reoccurring problems.
In the following diagram, a problem is detected with application Foo, which starts to throw events or
exceptions that match the specific criteria:
FIGURE U.
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Appendix C: Unified Data Model
To address the problems discussed in this paper, you need to have a unified data model. This will serve as
a bridge needed to expose important monitoring data sources, contextualize that information, and serve
as the foundation upon which to more purposefully apply advanced analytics and ML algorithms.
In developing this model, our AIOps solution has been guided by a number of important design principles:
• Flexible and ontology agnostic: The solution needed to be capable of understanding the complex
properties and relationships within and across multiple data sources, including logical and physical
systems as well as the large volume and variety of data consumed and generated by monitoring
systems.
• Post-deployment extensibility: We sought to future-proof the solution by enabling new technologies
and data types to be quickly incorporated within the model, without requiring staff to manually identify
and tag elements. A truly flexible data model doesn’t dictate rules; rather, interpretation must be left to
the consumer.
• Use time as a primary dimension: We sought to incorporate performance changes arising from faults
(infrastructure, software configurations, deployments), seasonal fluctuations, and structural changes
(time journaling workload characteristics, before and after key milestones). We also established the
ability to roll back the model, which is key for proactive analysis in constantly changing environments.
• Highly contextual: Every new layer of information and every new data source must increase
understanding. To achieve that objective, data must be properly contextualized. For example, CPU
utilization data exposed via infrastructure monitoring should be presented in the context of the
applications supported and their performance (and vice versa).

Unified Data Model: Directed Graph of Attributed Objects
To support these goals, we used graph theory to develop the unified data model and database serving
as the metadata foundation for analytics and ML in monitoring solutions. Graph theory is an area of
mathematics that studies the nature of networks (in a broad sense) and complex systems through their
connections and relationships. A property graph data structure is comprised of the following elements:
• Vertices: Often referred to as nodes, vertices are the entities of the model. Nodes can hold any number
of attributes or key-value pairs. Nodes can have labels representing their different roles. In addition to
contextualizing node and relationship properties, these labels can also be used to attach metadata.
• Edges: Also known as dependencies or relationships, edges provide the relevant connections between
two vertices. A relationship always has a direction, a start node, and an end node. Although they can be
directed, relationships can be navigated in either direction.
In the area of monitoring, graphs are an excellent and natural way to model complex IT networks,
infrastructure devices, and application logic, as well as the associations between these elements. Graphs
enable organizations to connect multiple monitoring tools and gain critical insights within and across
different elements managed by different teams. From dynamic dependency mapping to monitoring
complex containerized microservices, the use cases for graph-based data models are limitless.
By way of example, the figure below depicts a simple application represented in a directed graph. The
vertices represent application elements (such as transaction types, application servlets, database, and so
on), while the edges show the relationship between them. Attributes for each vertex are shown in the table
columns (including type, datacenter, and revenue).
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FIGURE V.

While this is a rudimentary example, it illustrates the power and versatility of a graph data model. The
extensibility of the model is demonstrated by incorporating attributes, such as revenue (associated with
login and checkout vertices) and datacenter. Whether applied programmatically or in a custom fashion,
these and other attributes allow users to examine topologies from multiple perspectives, including
organization and team structures, geographic location, and application priority. It is also important to
note that the edges in the model help increase the contextual understanding of the application. In the
diagram above, for example, the graph shows how servlet Foo supports both the login and checkout
transactions.
The power of graph-based modeling is demonstrated further when data occurring at different layers
of the application stack is layered onto the model as additional attributed objects. This is critical,
since without this, administrators working at the application layer have no visibility into infrastructure
dependencies. This traditional problem is resolved when the data model layers data at both application
and infrastructure layers [(Exhibit 2)]. Now the directed graph-based model enables further understanding
into how complex applications and related infrastructure interoperate—enabling teams to uncover
previously hidden relationships and patterns. This can be extended further when more topological data
providers add more data to the model (for example, network elements and traffic). By exposing and
layering elements across the stack, visibility increases as does the ability to conduct accurate root cause
determination, because problems often manifest at the deepest point.
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FIGURE W.

As discussed above, our AIOps solution incorporates time as a primary dimension of the unified
data model. With this capability, users can correlate performance changes across application and
infrastructure layers. Since changes are time-journaled, users and analysis algorithms can roll back the
data model to pinpoint performance conditions before and after major milestones.

Analytical Applications of a Unified Data Model
To exploit the benefits discussed in this paper, our AIOps solution projects all data onto the data model
for the purpose of analytics. This is enabled via our topology analytics service.
As illustrated in the image below, this service consumes and correlates data layers, including logical
application topology information from our application performance management solution, together with
network and infrastructure information. Many other sources from existing and future investments can be
added, maximizing the flexibility our AIOps solution offers. This further enriches the model and allows for
holistic analysis that is representative of an organization’s unique characteristics.
Of note too, is that the graph-based analytics service acts as both a consumer and as a rich information
provider. This is especially beneficial for the following processes:
• Collaboration systems: Change updates (such as code deployment) and the impact on performance
can be shared and communicated across teams, for example, via a Slack channel.
• Paging, incident management / ticketing: With contextual insight and traversal analysis, serious
problems that have an impact on the business can be prioritized and remediated faster.
• Automation solutions: Structural model changes can be analyzed across time and the associated
performance intelligence can be used as automation trigger points for deployments, rollbacks,
automatic scaling, and so on.
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FIGURE X.

Underpinned by the unified data model that correlates related attributes across application and
infrastructure layers, and as illustrated in the image below, the topology analytics service provides two
essential analytics services: ML analysts and an assisted triage engine.

FIGURE Y.
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Appendix D: Our Approach to Machine Learning
Above, we talked about how the monitoring problem is evolving rapidly and the monitored environments
are going through quick and drastic changes, which is why an open-ended metadata-based model
is critical for future proofing the solution. In our experience, the same rationale also calls for a flexible
approach towards ML and AI related algorithms.
A machine learning algorithm suitable for root cause analysis of a traditional three-tiered application is
very different than an ML algorithm that targets the same goals for a serverless architecture. Therefore,
we chose to build a computing solution that allows independent algorithms to have access to our data
lake and metadata models. This way we get to improve ML modules independent of each other and
recompose them for different use cases.

AIOps Data Science Data Flow Architecture
At the heart of our AIOps solution is a data lake structured as an adaptation of well established, industry
standard Lambda architecture. The Lambda architecture allows us to efficiently warehouse vast and
diverse data sets, with different models in an accessible, high-throughput, stream- and batch-processing
analytics solution.
Data lakes are common in organizations and allow data scientists and data engineers to use existing data
to gain new insights about the subject matter. They are extremely useful for domain expert users who
know what questions to ask, and know how to navigate the data.
With our AIOps solution, we strive to automate all common triage and analysis use cases; we are primarily
interested in machine interpretation of the data. This means we need a way to codify the navigation rules
a human would have followed while solving a problem in a dynamic metadata model. In our experience,
the attribute graph-based meta model described above is very conducive to capturing the situational
awareness an expert would have about the environment, with perfectly accurate history.
The context this model makes available to our algorithms is rich, extensible, highly relevant, and relatable,
providing excellent data scope that a ML algorithm can then interpret. Therefore, we maintain a rich
metadata model as the primary index of the entire data surface of the product as shown below:

FIGURE Z.
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In this conceptual diagram, there are three persisted data pillars and a computing solution for ML-based
analysts. The following sections offer more information about each of these pillars.

Topology Model
The first pillar is the attribute graph-based topological metadata service, enabled via the topology
analytics service, which maintains the structure and dependencies within the environment. All topology
sources send their updates to this service and this makes us aware of infrastructure- or application
structure-related changes constantly; the raw data source of these providers vary depending on their
nature. For instance, our application performance management solution sends topology updates based
on processed cross-transaction traces, whereas network tools use router and device logs. However, once
the data is normalized in the unified graph data model of the topology analytics service, all these details
are encapsulated away from the ML algorithms. The topology analytics service provides a uniform graph
surface for all ML modules to use as they see fit.
Following is an example of a query for the topology analytics service:
Q: Get all hosts where the ‘Checkout’ business transaction flows through.

FIGURE AA.

As a result, the topology analytics service would return Host1, Host2, and Host3 as a graph along with all
the attributes of these edges and vertices, such as hostname, IP, department, and vendor.

Time-Series Store
In monitoring, a vast majority of data consists of time-series data. We employ a highly scalable timeseries database called SmartStore. Scale aside, the most important property of this time-series database
is the fact that it can be conveniently and rapidly queried based on topological objects and their
attributes.
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Following is an example query for this service:
Q: Get CPU utilization of ‘Host1, Host2 and Host3’ for [8:00 AM - 8:00 PM].
This query would result in SmartStore responding with the CPU utilization metrics of the three specified
hosts.

Document Store
Monitoring products tend to generate a lot of data in the form of documents, which are self-contained,
highly intra-related, and data rich objects. Documents can include a transaction trace, which is a digest
of cross-process call stacks, or a NetFlow log from a router. We also use this service to store ready-toconsume insights that any of our analysts generate.

ML Algorithms
Our ML algorithms reside on top of these services and are free to query any of these services as
needed. These algorithms typically respond to events as they occur. However, some are designed to run
continuously depending on their use cases or in batch mode.
The ML algorithms access the data model and subscribe to certain types of events, such as business
impact, resource conditions, errors/stalls, and database events. Operating within specific domains, the
ML algorithms continually work to identify whether an event (for example, a JVM memory leak) has
eventuated or not. This is achieved by encoding domain knowledge within the algorithm. This knowledge
can include resource conditions, such as “death by a thousand cuts” or “pig in a python.”
The details of these algorithms have been discussed earlier in this document.
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